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Sizing up the Best Picture race for
the 2014 Oscars
By Paul Sorrells
They don't always reward the best movies, and the winners often depend on political maneuvering by
studios instead of actual quality, but there is no denying the impact and importance of the Academy Awards on
the Hollywood film industry. This year, the Oscar race boasts one of the deepest fields in years with a number of
acclaimed films, legendary directors and a host of heralded performances. A lot can happen between now and the
actual ceremony next year, but now that most of the contenders have been screened at festivals in Cannes, Venice, New
York, Toronto and others, its time to take stock of the contenders in the Best Picture category and see who the favorites

Her

are at this point.

12 Years
a Slave

Maria Torres
Maria Torres is a student with a vision. She has a vision
for two things close to her heart: her future in medical
research and the Hispanic Student Organization at
UAH. Her vision for herself is to eventually attend
medical school to do research, and her vision for the
organization is one of growth for not only the number
of members, but also in the number of service projects,
social events and learning experiences the organization
will plan.
Torres was born in Huntsville and graduated
from East Limestone High School. Her parents, who
are both from Puerto Rico where her extended family
still lives, moved to Huntsville when Torres' father got
a job at NASA as a chemical engineer. Torres, who is
extremely close with her family - she runs three miles
with her dad daily - says, "UAH was my first choice
because it was close to home, but more importantly it's
a school recognized for the sciences."
Torres, a junior double-majoring in both
Biology and Chemistry, is enrolled in the Honors
Program. "When 1 started at UAH, I heard about
the Honors Program and was intrigued by the idea

Spike Jonze's "Her" picked up some
incredible reviews at the New York
Film Festival and is likely the favorite
in Original Screenplay at the very least.
Joaquin Phoenix is a top tier contender
for Best Actor and "Her" will likely
feature on a number of year end "Best
• Of" lists and isa near certain Best Picture
nomination. The fairly extreme concept,
the plot is about a lonely man who
falls in love with a computer operating
system, might be a bit too much to pull
out a win but "Her" will probably reach
cult status almost instantly and might
have the most rabid fans by the time the
votes are tallied. It's another long shot,
but "Her" is definitely a contender for
Best Picture at this point.

Steve McQueen's "12 Years a Slave" has received
enormous praise for its honest, realistic and
unrelenting depiction of slavery. Based on a true
story, "12 Years a Slave" has been compared to
"Schindler's List" in terms of both quality and
social importance and is a factor in a number of
awards categories, most notably in Best Picture,
Best Director, Best Actor, Best Supporting Actpr
and Adapted Screenplay, with a legitimate shot of
winning several more. Chiwetel Ejifor has long
been one of the better character actors in the
business and he gets his first high profile starring
role as Solomon Northrup, a free black man who
is kidnapped and sold into slavery in New York.
Michael Fassbender has earned considerable
acclaim for his role as one of Northrup's masters,
although the role itself might be too dark and
unlikable for him to win his first Oscar. As it stands
now, "12 Years a Slave" has the filmmaking qualities
and the sense of importance to make it a favorite
in the race, even if it might be a bit harrowing for
many of the Academy voters.

Inside
Llewyn Davis
The Coen Brothers have been among
the elite American filmmakers for over
thirty years and their latest film, "Inside
Llewyn Davis," has picked up raves
wherever it has played. At this point in
their careers, the Coens could throw
just about anything up on the screen
and be a contender but how well it has
been received so far makes it right in the
mix for Best Picture. The 60's nostalgia
combined with reportedly superb
performances and the Coen's signature
flair, makes "Inside Llewyn Davis" a
threat to receive the most nominations
of any film this year, and a threat to win
the night's big prize.

Gravity
Alfonso Cuaron's "Gravity" is this year's technical
standout, considered the overwhelming favorite
in both the Visual Effects and Cinematography
categories. Although sci-fi movies rarely do well
at the Oscars, "Gravity" will certainly pick up
nominations for Best Picture and Best Director
and has a small chance of winning at least one
of those categories. Sandra Bullock will likely
get a Best Actress nomination and will likely be
the popular choice among voters, although Gate
Blanchett in "Blue Jasmine" will likely remain the
critical favorite. "Gravity" has both the box office
numbers and the status as an "event" movie to
sway some voters and although it's a long shot, it
could somehow sneak up on everyone and win
big in the major categories.

Second
Tier
Looking at this year's second
tier contenders, those likely to be
nominated for Best Picture but that stand almost no chance of winning,
is very interesting because many of
them are better than the winners of
past ceremonies.

Event
Calendar

American
Hustle

The Wolf of
Wall Street

David O Russell has seen his last two
movies, "The Fighter" and "Silver
Linings Playbook," nominated for
Best Picture and his latest film,
"American Hustle," is close to a sure
thing to repeat that feat.

Martin Scorsese's "The Wolf of
Wall Street" would usually be
considered a favorite because of
the clout Scorsese has in the film
industry but delays have cost it a lot
of momentum, although it seems
it will be ready by the nomination
deadline.

By Eryn Johnson
Friday, October 25

Captain
Phillips

4 PM - Trunk or Treat @ Parking Garage 3rd floor
7 PM - VB vs. Valdosta State @ Spragins Hall
7:07 PM - Hockey vs. Bemidji State @ VBC

Paul Greengrass's "Captain Phillips"
is racking up tremendous box office
numbers and earning critical raves,
but it might be a bit too action
packed to win Best Picture.

Saturday, October 26
2 PM - VB vs. West Georgia @ Spragins Hall
7:07 PM - Hockey vs. Bemidji State @ VBC

Sunday, October 27

Nebraska

Saving
Mr. Banks

Alexander Payne's "Nebraska" is a
huge threat in the acting categories
and will definitely be a critical
favorite but it's simply too difficult
for a black and white minimalist
drama to win Best Picture for it to
beat out the other films on this list.

Disney's "Saving Mr. Banks" will
likely receive a lukewarm reception
but it has the backing of Disney,
which makes it this Oscar season's
trademark "average film nominated
because of terrific studio backing"
nominee.

1 PM - WSOC vs. Lee @ Charger Park
3:30 PM - MSOC vs. Lee @ Charger Park
5 PM - Kappa Delta Shining Safely @ Kappa Delta
House

Hockey is back

Monday, October 28

By Jeff Carr

9 AM - Art & Art History @ Salmon Library Gallery
(through 11/1)

Last Friday night the first drop of the
puck at the Von Braun Center for The
University of Alabama in Huntsville
hockey team's 2013-2014 season took
place. The Chargers were slated to host
their bitter rivals from Bemidji State.
Bemidji, unfortunately, took
both the Friday night game and the
Saturday night game. Friday night saw
a bruising loss of 6-1 at the hands of
the Beavers, while Saturday, despite a
marked improvement, still ended in a
1-0 loss for the Chargers.
Friday's opener started with
a lot of promise as UAH owned the ice
for the first five minutes, taking a 1-0
lead. No sooner had the first UAH home

5 PM - Study w/ the Sigma's @ Salmon Library 2nd
floor
7 PM - Salsa Lessons @ UC Exhibit Hall A
Tuesday, October 29
2 P M - T a s t y T u e s d a y @ UC Entrance

Wednesday, October 30
7 PM - WSOC vs. North Alabama @ Charger Park

Thursday, October 31
7 PM - RUF Large Group @ UC Lower Level

power play started than Doug Reid won
the ensuing face-off, sending the puck to
Frank Misuraca, who promptly set up
Alex Allan for his, and the team's, first
home goal of the year. Bemidji took only
a minute to tie the game, and another
:38 seconds to take the lead off of a crazy
deflection goal that sneg^ced past goalie
Matt Larose.
The deflection goal served
as a go-ahead for the Beavers while
demoralizing the Chargers. Four more
times the lamps were lit for Bemidji as
the 2,217 in attendance were sent home
with a bad taste in their mouths.
Saturday saw one more shot
for the boys in blue and white to beat

the hated Beavers, but a hard fought
loss was all that they came away with.
Bemidji scored nine minutes in, but
goalie Carmine Guerriero stopped every
shot after that. Unfortunately, Bemidji
goalie Andrew Walsh stood on his head
and denied all UAH shots. The closest
the Chargers got to sounding the sirens
was in the third period as a deflection
from Allan slipped through the goalie's
legs, but just wide to the left of the goal.
UAH had a power play in the final
minute of the game, but couldn't
capitalize.
Charger fans were introduced to two

outstanding freshman forwards, Cody
Marooney and Brent Fletcher. Both
showed flashes of greatness in the
opponent's zone as they spearheaded a
lot of chances at goals.
Fans will not have to wait long for
their next hockey fix as the Chargers
will host Ferris State for a weekend
pair this Friday and Saturday night.
The puck drops at 7:07 both nights. Be
in attendance to watch the continued
growth of this young team under first
year head coach Mike Corbett.

m
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News & Campus Life

Zombie Walk Takes
Downtown by Storm

Student Spotlight
continued

By Lucas Stewart

of incorporating research into my undergraduate
program," says Torres. "Not only that, but the classes are
smaller and there is more interaction with professors
who are experts in my field of study." Currently, Torres
is working on her Honors thesis with Dr. Luis CruzVera in the lab researching regulatory mechanisms on
E-Coli.
Torres is also the president of the Hispanic Student
Organization at UAH. The organization was started
to promote unity of Hispanic students on campus.
"Hispanic students are few and far between at UAH.
Unless we have an organization that brings us together,
we might never have the opportunity to know each
other. Additionally," Torres notes, "As a culture, we
need to reach out to Hispanics in the community
through service projects." One of those service projects
involves members of the organization going to Morris
Elementary School in Huntsville to help students whose
first language is Spanish and assist them in reading and
other fundamental subjects.

Huntsville's undead took over the streets
around Big Spring Park as part of World
Conspiracy's 7th Annual Zombie Walk
on Saturday.

cat or dog food, to be donated to local
animal shelters in need of assistance.
World Conspiracy urged participants
to use discretion in the design of their
The parade of staggering zombies costumes, as it is a family-friendly
gathered at the Clinton Street parking venue. However, some of the outfits
garage at two o'clock to begin their trek were pretty disturbing, featuring bloated
down Clinton Avenue past Big Spring cadavers, headless zombies, undead
Park. This year boasted a particularly babies and a particularly conspicuous
large turnout, with an estimated 80 to undead airline pilot and stewardess
90 participants in full regalia; some paired off in the front. There were even
staggering, some smiling, some young a few undead off-duty nurses from
and some old, but all looking their, Huntsville Hospital out for their zombie
absolute worst in the spirit of Halloween. debuts. Zombie Walks like this one have
One could almost smell the warmed- become a nation-wide phenomenon,
over rotten flesh
as the multitudes attracting the aspiring undead to don
ambled by. World Conspiracy organized their goriest attire and hit the streets
the ghastly event, asking participants with their rotting comrades.
for an 'entry fee' of one can of either

NSA Gets Caught
Spying o n Allies...
Again

Another service project of UAH's Hispanic Student
Organization will occur this December. Diversity
Services will be funding a trip to Puerto Rico for six
students, including Torres, along with faculty advisor.
Dr. William Setzer. They will have several missions
while there. First, they plan to give basic necessities to
families living in rural areas. Next, they plan to give
students much needed school supplies that have been
donated to the organization. Lastly, they plan to visit
elementary and high school students to motivate these
students to go to college, and perhaps to attend UAH.
Helping students is nothing new for Torres. She is a
mentor in the Minority Mentoring Program where she
assists freshmen on how to get organized, how to study,
and gives general guidance on how to transition into
college life. "It's a fulfilling job because I get to share
my experiences and help students who are struggling
with similar issues 1 went through as a freshman," says
Torres. Torres is also a Science Ambassador where she
assists with Open House for new students. Admitted
Student Day, the College of Science Picnic, Orientation
and the Science Olympiad.

Photos courtesy ofjacquline Mahaffey.

German chancellor Angela Merkel receives the new French president
Francois Hollande upon his arrival at the German Chancellery, Berlin,
Germany on May 15, 2012 for their first talks on the debt crisis as
Greece's future in the eurozone appears uncertain before giving a news
conference and sharing a working dinner. (Hannibal Hanschke/DPAJ
Abaca Press/MCT)

By Nicolas Neely
U.S. allies, France and Germ-any, expressed growing frustrat
with the United States this week amid more revelations t
the NSA collected phone data on French and German citize
included German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

With everything Torres does, there is not much time
for spare time activities. She says it's the service projects
that she enjoys doing on her spare time; however, with
the little spare time she has, she enjoys hanging out
with friends, spending time with family and of course,
running with her dad.

By: Claudia Mesnil-Baez
The immigration issue in the
United States is not new, however
there is a new push to make it the
primary focus in the House of
Representatives.
The Democrat-controlled
Senate was able to pass an
immigration bill in June. This bill
provided guidelines for potentially
beneficial changes, some of which
could address the 11 million people
who are in the country illegally.
A similar version of this bill was
introduced by House Democrats,
but there is little hope that the GOP
in the House will pass it quickly.
This push to pass an
immigration reform bill comes on
the heels of a historic government
shutdown, during which the House
took 16 days to pass a bill to raise
the debt ceiling. The government
agencies and employees that had
been off work were able to return
to work on Oct. 16 when Obama
signed a bill that ended the 16-day
partial shutdown. This event may
have a great influence on House

President Barack Obama delivers remarks on Immigration Reform in
the East Room of the White House October 24, 2013 in Washington,
DC. (Olivier Douliery/Abaca Press/MCT)

Republicans' behavior, regarding an
immigration bill. With Republicans
suffering in popularity, some
speculate that they might be more
compliant with this bill in an attempt
to appear more cooperative. The day
after the shutdown ended, Obama
said: "It's time to fix the United
States immigration system, we've
kicked this particular can down the
road for too long."
A New York Times article
explains that the GOP in the House
are emphasizing that the illegal
immigrants in the US should
absolutely not receive any amnesty,
and many have said, in very general
terms, that the border needs to be
completely secured before any laws
regarding immigration are passed.
House Republicans have said they
want to pursue an immigration
overhaul incrementally, allowing
smaller bills to make gradual
reforms to the overall system.
Other Republican representatives
contend that they support granting
citizenship for immigrants who

were brought to America as small
children and grew up here.
The Democrats are taking
advantage of the post-shutdown
mood since it may be a 'tight'
situation for the Republicans. There
will be around 300 Republicans
from around the country flying into
the nations Capital to influence the
House GOP vote on this issue. These
will include police chiefs, farmers
and business owners, mostly with
Republican Representatives. Most
have been negatively affected by the
current immigration system and are
seeking to change it.
"I'm not an advocate of
open borders. I'm not an advocate
of blanket amnesty. I just see
(undocumented immigrants) who
are hurting and want to contribute
to their family ... and the system is
not working for them," said Jeremy
Hudson, a pastor whose Fellowship
Christian Church operates in House
Speaker John Boehner's Ohio
district said.

The allegations of U.S. spying on the Gern
head of government has prompted many German leadi
including Merkel herself, to suggest that data shar
agreements between the United States and Germany n
need to be reexamined. Merkel's discomfort with U.S. d
collection hit especially close to home once her governm
revealed they had evidence that the Chancellor's perso
cell phone was monitored by the U.S. spy agency. The rebt
from the German government came after an Oct. 24 phc
call from Merkel to Pres. Barack Obama in which she oudir
any further collection of communications data from Gent
citizens as "unacceptable." The reaction from the governrm
of French President Francois Hollande was equally tense, w
reports from French newspaper "Le Monde" disclosing tl
the NSA collected an estimated 70 million pieces of phc
record data from French citizens. Hollande announced tl
he intended to raise the issue of U.S. intelligence gatheri
on European Union citizens at an upcoming EU Coun
meeting.
A spokesman for Hollande's office said that I
French President expressed deep disapproval with regard
these practices. "Now we have to discuss what sort of d;
protection do we need and what sort transparency is thei
Merkel said. Merkel's comments should be taken especia
seriously. As the head of Europe's most wealthy and populc
country, as well as being Europe's primary navigator out oft
Euro Zone crisis, Merkel has in many ways emerged as the
facto leader of Europe. Her calls for a reestablishment of tn
between the United States and Germany could include passi
the previously suggested EU Data Protection Reform a:
reforming its data sharing agreements with the United Stat
Merkel's demeanor has been relatively reserved compared
the response from the German public, which has includ
protests and demonstrations. The topic of surveillance is
sensitive subject in Germany, given its historic endurance
intense Stasi, state police, mentoring and wiretapping duri:
the Cold War.
Changes to intelligence sharing programs betwe'
the United States and Europe could complicate or dama
efforts between U.S. and European security agencies to tra
enemy communications in a timely manner,some critics war
The U.S. does have some defenders in Europe. While criti
argue that allies do not spy on one another, European securi
experts claim the scandal is being blown out of proportion at
that only the naive would think allied intelligence agenci
would not spy'on each other. "The agencies know perfect
well that every country, even when they cooperate on ani
terrorism, spies on its allies. The Americans spy on us on tl
commercial and industrial level like we spy on them, becau
it's in the national interest to defend our businesses. No one
fooled," said Bernard Squarcini, a French intelligence Vetera
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Lions Defeat Cowboys, Johnson
inrrQj:LL r^L
Mas Incredible Uame
By Derek Williamson

By Sara McMahan
Over the weekend, The University of Alabama in
Huntsville's women's soccer team tied 1-1 with No. 21
Lee University.
Lee came in averaging 5.25 goals per game, but
UAH goalie Iris Gunnarsdottir only allowed one goal
while blocking 12 shots, a new career high for the senior.
The game would remain deadlocked at 0 throughout the
first half as Gunnarsdottir stopped every attempt at the
net. The first goal of the game would come with the Lady
Chargers' first shot on goal. 48 minutes into the game
Maddie Maurice found Sydnie Fiocca who managed to
rocket the ball into the net after beating a Lady Flame
defender. Although the Lady Flames controlled much of
the play in the first half by out-shooting the team in blue
10-0, UAH would keep their 1-0 lead until Lee tied it
up 72 minutes into the contest. In the final five minutes
of regulation play, the Chargers attempted to regain
the lead as Summer Mooney and Niina Jetsu both had
strong attempts. In the second overtime it looked as if
the 21st ranked team in the country would win as they
managed five great shots on goal. Gunnarsdottir denied
all chances and kept the game tied.
The Lady Chargers will close out the regular
season with a final Gulf South Conference matchup
against Union on Saturday in Jackson, Tennessee. In the
previous matchup this season, UAH defeated Union 2-1
at home. Klaire Phillips scored both of the goals for the
blue and white in the contest. The defense will have to
continue their solid play but the real key to the matchup
will be UAH's offensive attack.Oct.
The Week 8 matchup of the
Cowboys and Lions produced one
of the greatest performances in NFL
receiving history, as well as a great
game. Despite four turnovers and
a 10-point fourth quarter deficit,
the Lions managed to rally late and
achieve the victory.
Tony Romo led Dallas
with 206 yards passing and
three touchdowns through the
air. Dez Bryant caught two of
those touchdowns along with his
72 receiving yards on the day.
Terrance Williams caught the
other touchdown and finished the
game with 64 yards receiving. The

Cowboys only managed to rush
for 62 yards, an area that is hard to
improve with starting running back
DeMarco Murray out with injury.
Dallas kicker Dan Bailey was perfect
on the day, hitting two field goals
from 53 yards away and one from 44
yards. The 44-yarder put Dallas up
30-24 with 1:02 left to play.
Yet the Lions went 80 yards
in 50 seconds with no timeouts
to go ahead 31-30 with just 12
seconds remaining. The go-ahead
touchdown was set up by Calvin
Johnson's 14th reception, which
went for 22 yards and put the ball
on the Dallas 1-yard line. With

Banana Bowl ATO vs. Sigma
Nu

Detroit Lions wide receiver Calvin
Johnson (81) makes a key reception in
front of Dallas Cowboys cornerback By Derek Williamson
Brandon Carr (39) and Dallas
Big dfensive plays highlighted this year's
Cowboys safety Jakar Hamilton Banana Bowl between ATO and Sigma Nu, as the SNu's
(23) in the second half at Ford Field reeled in one interception, while the Tau's snagged
in Detroit, Michigan, on Sunday, two. The game remained close through most of the
October 27, 2013. (Brad Loper/ first half as both teams traded touchdowns. But with 5
Dallas Morning News/MCT)
minutes left before the break, ATO began to take over,
scoring twice and taking a 20-6 lead into the half. In the
time winding down, quarterback second half, ATO extended their advantage again with
Matthew Stafford ran to the line a touchdown at 12 minutes left to play, giving them a
signaling to his team to spike the commanding lead of 27-6. But Sigma Nu wouldn't quit,
ball. When he recognized that Dallas and they dominated the last 6 minutes on the field,
expected the spike to stop the clock, tacking on 15 more points while holding ATO scoreless.
Stafford seized the opportunity and However, Sigma Nu's rally fell short of victory, and ATO
extended the ball while leaping took the win 27-21.
to score. Stafford ended the day
completing 33 of 48 passes for 488
yards and one touchdown. The
biggest performance in individual
stats came from Calvin Johnson,
who caught 14 passes for 329 yards
and a touchdown. The yardage was
the second highest single-game
total in NFL history. Johnson was
just eight yards away from breaking
Flipper Anderson's record of 336
yards set back in 1989. Johnson
also tied an NFL record with his
fifth career 200-yard game. Such
performance almost seems to be
expected as a growing number of
people speculate that "Megatron"
could be the greatest wide receiver
of all time.

snot

Are you into
lights and sound?
Join the UAH Event Production
Services Team!

By Derek Williamson
The annual rivalry game between
Alabama and Tennessee was a one
sided affair, with the Tide cruising to
a 45-10 victory over the Vols.
Bama struck early with AJ
McCarron hitting Amari Cooper
for a 54-yard touchdown pass. T.J.
Yeldon made a 1-yard touchdown
run and Kevin Norwood added a
22-yard touchdown reception to
give the Tide a 21-0 lead at the end
of the first quarter. Yeldon ran for a
second 1-yard touchdown to put the
Tide up 28-0. Tennessee was driving
late in the half, but Bama's Landon
Collins, who gained the start this
week in place of injured Vinnie
Sunseri, intercepted a Vols pass
and took it 89 yards for the score
with 12 seconds left. Bama went
into halftime with a comfortable
35-0 lead. Tennessee got on board
in the third quarter with Michael
Palardy's 37-yard field goal. Until

that field goal, Bama had scored Alabama Crimson Tide quarterback
104 unanswered points against AJ McCarron (10) looks to pass
opponents, a streak that stretched against Kentucky in an earlier game
back to the third quarter of the on Saturday, October 12, 2013,
game against Kentucky on Oct. in Lexington, Kentucky. (Mark
12. Yeldon later carried the ball for Cornelison/Lexington Herald/MCT)
his third 1-yard touchdown of the
game. Tennessee finally scored a
246-26. Bama remains a solid No.
touchdown in the fourth quarter
1 in ranking and will have a week
on a 3-yard run by Rajion Neal.
off to prepare for the November 9
That touchdown was the first the
matchup against LSU.
Tide had allowed at Bryant-Denny
stadium this season. Adam Griffith
capped off Bama's scoring of the
game with a 20-yard field goal.
AJ
McCarron finished
the game with 19 of 27 passes
completed for 275 yards and two
touchdowns. Kenyan Drake gained
89 yards on the ground while T.J.
Yeldon contributed his 72 yards of
rushing for 3 touchdowns. Since its
game with Texas A&M, Alabama
has outscored its last six opponents

We are hiring student workers
to assist with events!
Drop by the AV office in the University Center,
Room 112B, and pick up an application,
or call Martez Clemmons at 256-824-2302.

THE UNIVERSITY OF
ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE

G

Arts and Leisure
Pumpkin Patch
Brews

Review from
the Archives
w/ Megan Roman

By David Vail
This week's beer line-up is overwhelmingly orange. One
thing you may have noticed, if you've found yourself on
the beer aisle recently, is that around this time of year,
breweries love to release pumpkin ales. Of the many
specialty beers breweries release, 1 always find myself
pleasantly surprised by this unusual style. These are a
few pumpkin ales I've tried out and seem to be some of
the best.

O'Fallon Pumpkin Beer
This ale from O'Fallon brewery has an alcohol by
volume of 5.6 percent and is probably the most
balanced of these three pumpkin ale options. The
aroma is sweet and mild with spices like clove and
nutmeg. Hie taste is sweet and mild, maintaining
plenty of spices. It's a controlled yet satisfying
blend of fall flavors all at once, most reminiscent of
pumpkin pie though of course. Perhaps the biggest
upside to this particular one though is the price tag,
along with the fact that it's available in a six-pack
in many stores, as opposed to the demanding and
pricey 22 oz bomber bottles the other two come in,
and can only be found a couple places in town.

"The Counselor" Review
By Paul Sorrells

"The Counselor" is the latest film
from acclaimed filmmaker Ridley Scott,
director of such classics as "Alien,"
Rogue Farms GYO. Pumpkin Patch Ale
"Blade Runner" and "Gladiator," with
I couldn t find an ABV rating for this one anywhere, a screenplay supplied by legendary
perhaps because it's brand-new, and not many American author Cormac McCarthy,
people have had time to figure it out yet. This is a whose previous novels "No Country For
Old Men" and "The Road" have been
great one though, as to be expected from Rogue
turned into excellent films.

Ales in Oregon. It's a good bit more spicy than the
O Fallon. One of the best things about it though is
the pumpkin notes are very prominent, as opposed
to being morespices and malt sugars. You can tell it's
real pumpkin in there, not just a little flavoring. This
is the real thing.

Southern Tier Pumpking
The Southern Tier Pumpking has an ABV of 8.6
percent; this one's not playing around. This beer has
a much lighter body, very easy to drink. Now, as to
the aroma and taste, this one just can't be beat. The
spice is definitely there, with & those great pumpkin
pie notes. The best thing th<|igh to me is just the
aftertaste. There's all that sweetness and spice up
front, then it just mellows off so nicely. This is my
favorite pumpkin ale I've ever had.

a book and so, while much of the plot
and thematic material is fascinating, the
final product the filmmakers
have to
work with is clunky and awkward from
a filmmaking standpoint.
Ihe plot is intentionally vague but
essentially, the eponymous counselor
gets involved in a one-time deal moving
a shipment of drugs across the U.S"The Counselor" is easily going to Mexico border. Predictably, the deal
be one of the most divisive movies of goes horribly wrong and the counselor
the year as some fans might enjoy its goes on the run from the Cartels, who
fantastic visuals, strong performances believe he had a hand in it. From there
and gritty style but many, many more he loses just about everything that was
are going to be flabbergasted
by its important to him as he learns the full
eccentric dialogue, murky narrative cruelty and ruthlessness of the criminal
and an ending that words like 'bleak' underworld.
or 'depressing' can't even reaily begin to
From a technical standpoint, "The
describe.
Counselor" is top notch. Ridley Scott
McCarthy wrote this film himself, has probably never made a bad-looking
making his debut as a screenwriter after movie and here he brilliantly uses the
a long literary career. The result is one natural environment to expand on
of the strangest screenplays in a long many of themes supplied by McCarthy.
time as characters launch into elaborate The musical score by Daniel Pemberton
monologues, bizarre conversations and is also excellent and plays a key part in
odd situations that slow the movie down establishing the intense atmosphere of
to a halt. McCarthy writes not like he's the movie.
making a movie, but like he's writing
The cast is generally excellent as

Flu can make you sick enough to miss
classes, activities, or even be hospitalized.

well, especially Michael
as
the
Fassbender
unnamed
counselor
and
Javier
Bardem
as his connection to
the underworld. Brad
Pitt is pretty good in
a smaller role as is
Penelope Cruz, but the
one weakness in the
cast is Cameron Diaz,
who plays the most
unlikable villain in a
movie populated by
immoral
characters.
Diaz's
character
is
meant to be threatening
in many different ways,
but is simply not a good
enough actress to pull it
off, especially when she
also has to deal with the
dense prose McCarthypushes onto the actors.
What holds this
movie back is the
screenplay, which had
enormous potential but
doesn't seem to fit very
well with the cinematic
medium. Many of the
character monologues
are probably extremely
interesting on the page
but on screen they

Westray (Brad Pitt, left) outlines
the harsh truths of the Counselor's
(Michael Fassbender) predicament
in "The Counselor." (Courtesy Kerry
Brown/MCT)

contain so many words and take up so
much time that they begin to feel acted
and non-naturalistic.

That being said. The Counselor is
still an extremely interesting film, and
definitely one that deserves multiple
viewings before the overall meaning will
become completely clear. Despite the
awkwardness of the script in pragmatic
terms, it lends itself well to an analysis
of the themes McCarthy chooses to
explore. In typical McCarthyan fashion,
"The Counselor" shows us a brutal
image of the border life, where the rule
is kill or be killed and where one wrong
move can leave you dead or worse. In
a modern Hollywood overloaded with
cartoon action scenes. The Counselor
doesn't have any illusions about the
brutal nature of violence. Its murder
scenes are grotesque, matter of feet and
uncomfortable, with no tender deathbed
speeches or timely cutaways to ease the
tension. This movie wants to confront
the audience with uncomfortable truths
and it pulls off that goal very well.
"The Counselor" serves as a
cautionary tale in more ways' than
one. At the same time it warns of the
consequences of greed, it also serves
as a warning to authors to not try to
adapt their own works to the screen.
Although "The Counselor" is ultimately
disappointing despite the level of talent
involved, it remains a fascinating failure
with weighty themes to ponder and the
fantastic filmmaking
makes it a deeply
involving and absorbing watch. It has
some fatal flaws, but enough goes right
in "The Counselor" to make it one of
the more interesting films to come out
recently. Ultimately "The Counselor"
is a movie that shows the inherent
differences in the cinematic and literary
mediums, but is still an interesting film
that will likely improve upon repeated
viewings.

Walked with a
Zombie (1943)
"I walked with a zombie... sound strange to say." Compare
modern hours-long epics, the movies of producer Val Lev
stand out as chamber music, as none of his nine titles cloc
at more than 75 minutes. Imbued with a fascination for c
and unknown, they balance the thriller and horror film gei
and take place in the modern-day world, where they rep
the actual monsters with the mere fear of them.
Combining a series of newspaper articles
Caribbean voodoo with Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre
Walked with a Zombie" emerged. A young nurse hired to 1
after a planter s sick wife comes to the Haitian cane fields,
indigenous think the wife is a Zombie and she and the ni
seek the help of the local voodoo priest.
Full of exquisite terror, the film offers numer
suspenseful moments, from the time the nurse and
zombie client see a huge black stranger to their view c
voodoo doll dangling from a tree. In a chilling climax, Nu
Betsy discovers the reason for the wife's death-in-life state
well as terrifying secrets of her family. Impressive despite
low budget, the film remains pure poetry in the horror gen

GRANT WILLIAMS • RANDY STUART
..APRIL KEN! • PAUL LANGION • RAYMOND BAILEY

from flu by getting vaccinated every year.
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www.cdc.gov

Call 824 - 6775
to s chedule your flu shot.
Cost: $10 - Can be placed on
your student account.
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The Incredible
Shrinking Man
(1957)
Let us get small! In this gripping absurd science fic
adventure, average American Scott Carey finds
hin
gradually, but surely shrinking after mvsterious radioac
exposure. This poses not only medical problems but
domestic and social mayhem as Carey's life turns inside o
Becoming as small as a mouse, he must now learn to
various natural threats, obviously including his once ham
cat. Both ironic and horrifying in portraying middle-class
the film offers a fascinating inspirational conclusion, as C
learns that "to God, there is no zero." The existential script
adapted faithfully from Richard Matheson's novel of the si
name.
The Incredible Shrinking Man" pays close atteni
to detailed architecture, such as matchboxes, stairs, cans
similar quotidian objects. As with Pixar's later "Toy Stc
trilogy, the focus on detail shows how everything, no ma
how small or large, is extraordinary in its own way.
A rare example of science fiction blending poe
psychology and comedy this film's lessons pertain as mud
the current time as it did when it was released. Next time •
use a matching stick, you should wonder if there is more t<

North Alabama's Largest Halloween Party!
Wear your costume for a chance to win prizes!
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SATURDAY 11.02.2013
VBC HUNTSVILLE AL
$22 DOORS 7:30PM ALL AGES
Tickets available at the VBC Box Office and Ticketmaster.com
This a standing room only show and WILL sell out! Get your tickets early!
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this Halloween without
anti-virus software
provided by The Office of Information.Tec hnolpgy.
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ACROSS
1 Kindle add-ons
5 Fight
10 Rainy day
consequence
13 Wool source
15 Personal strength
16 George's
songwriting
partner
17 *Slow-to-develop
sort
19 Cover
20 Work in which
lago is a baritone
21 Spot for a
Hindu's tilak
23 'Precursor to
adoption, often
25 Like an unswept
fireplace
26 "Ring Cycle"
goddess
27 Skip over
29 Hubbub
32 Gloss targets
35 Maui howdy
38 Amigo
39 Pound spenders
By Jennifer Nutt
41 Postal motto
DOWN
word
1" the Lights":
42 Coffee shop
Kanye West
feature
song
44 Half a sci-fi sign2 First philosopher
off
to mention
45 Yard parts
Atlantis
46 Star in Lyra
3 Gourmet spreads
48 Sphere opening
4 Ore refinery
50 Gray
5 Fiscal VIP
52 'Bargain hunter's
6 Bubble bath
destination
accessory
58 All one can
7 Hard wear?
stomach
8 Music provider
60 Northwest
9 On hand
college town
10 *21st birthday,
where "Animal
e.g.
House" was
11 Hater of David, in
filmed
Dickens
61 Big bird
12 Pops
62 Salad choice,
14 More qualified
and a literal
18 Imperious
description of the 22 Flag down
starts of the
24
terrier:
answers to
Highlands hunter
starred clues
28 More, in Madrid
64 Twitch
29 Relaxing
65 Witch
getaway
66 Where many
30 La Brea goo
tennis winners
31 'Old TV title
are hit
shown in a heart
67 Farm structure
33 Newscaster
68 Father of Moses
Lindstrom
69 Word after high
:34 Capital SSWof
or open
Riyadh

Enjoy writing and looking
for extra cash?
Enjoy marketing?
Join the
Charger Times Sales Team!
Write for the Charger Times
Email us today!

diargertimes@uah.edu
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36 Weeder's tool
37 Busts, perhaps
39 Lose tensile
strength
40 Pumpkin pie
spice
43 — ticket
45 Evolves beyond
forgiveness
47 Maintain as true
49 Tierney of "ER"
50 Drives the
getaway car for

10/10/13

51 Mail payment
53 Vegas hotel with
a Sphinx recreation
54 Colleague of
Ruth and Sonia
55 New Hampshire
city
56 Nine: Pref.
57 Lab work
59 Village People
classic
63 Rep.'s rival

